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I. Achievement degree of project’s objectives
In 2012-2013, the project’s objectives were integrally fulfilled.
These objectives were:
1. Prosopographical investigations on Roman colonists of Moesia Inferior and
Germania Superior.
This objective supposed the research of inscriptions in the two provinces. If in
Moesia Inferior we can talk on a linguistic dualty (both Latin-speaker and
Greek-speakers), in Germania Superior, the population is Latin-speaker, but
more active as epigraphic habit in the military milieu.
The investigations have lead at the achievement of an ample catalogue of
colonists in the important city of Troesmis (legionnary camp, then municipium)
and in establishing the origin of colonists in the two provinces.
2. The setting of parameters on the dynamics of colonization in the Greekspeaking cities of Moesia Inferior
After investigating the epigraphic texts, in Greek-speaking cities are attested,
except the descendants of the ancient Greek colonists, Roman citizens and
persons coming from Greco-Oriental world, most of them because of
commercial relations or personal business. An important study was
consacrated on population of Histria and its territory; if inside the city, the
population is mostly Greek, in the territory, the population is composed by
Roman citizens and by Thracians (romanized at least at onomastic and
epigraphic habit level). Both were colonized in this area by the Roman state of
economic reasons (agriculture and mining).
3. The setting of parameters on the dynamics of colonization in Roman civil
settlements of Moesia Inferior.
The colonization was realized by economic reasons, but a lot of colonists were
the descendants of militaries serving in this province.
4. The setting of colonists’ dynamics in Roman military settlements of Moesia
Inferior.
Prosopographical studies indicate the setting of colonists in relation with
recruitment moments in the units where they served. Thus, for the three

legions from Moesia Inferior we have identified many enlisting moments and
zones (Italy at the beginning of their staying, Minor Asia and Middle East durin
Trajan’s parthic wars and Harian’s judaic war, the neighboured regions starting
with the half of 2nd c.).
A complete synthesis was realized for Troesmis in a volumeDe asemenea,o
sinteză completă în acest sens a fost realizată pentru Troesmis (see Results’
dissemnination).
For Germania Superior, the investigations showed local recruitments, excepting
the colonists of Greek-speaking provinces.
5. The study of colonization in settlements with undetermined (civilian or
military) role
This objective supposed the research of some epigraphic texts of Moesia
Inferior, especially Ibida and Tropaeum Traiani. Even if at Ibida the inscriptions
indicate the presence of both soldiers and civilians, the archaeological
investigations showd the military character of the Late Roman city.
Unfortunately, the stratigraphy of Early Roman period is not conserved any
more. Due to a recent discovered military diploma, dating from Trajan’s reign,
we suppose a military character of the Early Roman city. In the case of
Tropaeum Traiani, the first colonists were veterans of Dacian wars and the
settlement become a civilian one, with Roman citizens of civilian milieu as
colonists.
6. The setting of colonization differences between rural and urban
settlements, after the epigraphic approach
After investigating the inscriptions in the cities on the western Black Sea coast
and in some on the Danube line (Troesmis, Noviodunum, Halmyris), we have
noticed the following things. In Pontic cities there is a massive presence of the
ancient Greek colonists’ decendants, Roman or Romanized colonists being in a
small number. An increasing tendence of acquiring the citizenship is
remarkable among the greek-speakers (starting especially with the half of 2nd
c.) In rural territories of the same cities, colonization is achieved by Roman or
Romanized colonists and by Thracians (Latin-speakers). The main reasons are
the proper use of rural estates and mining. In the cities situated on the Danube
line, the colonization is achieved by veterans and their descendants, both in
urban and rural milieu.
7. The setting of differences on colonization in civilian and military
settlements after the epigraphic approach
The investigation of this objectve was realized combining the specific activities
of the precedent objective, the conclusions were established at objective no 2.
Investigarea acestui obiectiv s-a realizat combinat cu activităţile aferente
obiectivului precedent, iar concluziile au fost cuprinse la punctual 2. The origin
of colonists (in the case where it is possible to determin it), in civilian milieu,

they are coming especially from Greek-speaking provinces of the Empire, by
economic reasons. There are also some legions’ and auxiliary troops’ veterans,
coming from western provinces (mentionned until the half of 2nd c.) and from
eastern provinces (recruited during Trajan’s parthic wars and Hadrian’s judaic
war). In military settlements, most of colonists are militaries, veterans and their
descendants.
8. Non-destructive archaeological investigation in civilian and military
settlements of Moesia Inferior and their correlation with the achieved results
for Germania Superior.
These investigations were made with the total station and the 3D scanner of
Aceste investigaţii s-au desfăşurat cu staţia totală şi cu scannerul 3D din
dotarea
platformei ARHEOINVEST Platform of „Alexandru Ioan Cuza” Iaşi University, the
results being in preparation. Archaeological reports are also in preparation, as
well as the correlation with the achieved results for Germania Superior.
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f. Project’s web-page
http://cmi.uaic.ro/
III. Involvement in the project of the team’s members
1. Project director
Prof. dr. Lucreţiu Bîrliba (Universitatea „Alexandru Ioan Cuza” din Iaşi), was
involved in all objectives on 2012, because these supposed both
prosopographic and archaeological work. He had an important role in achieving
the epigraphic catalogue of the colonists in Moesia Inferior and the setting of
their origin, in setting the colonization’s moments and reasons, especially in the
civilian milieu of the province. This role was materialized by publication, as first
author, of a book on colonization in Troesmis and of articles in ERIH-INT1,
CNCS-A ranked journals or in international collective volumes (see
Dissemination’s results). Through his participation at international scientific
events and as visiting professor at the University of Buffalo he has made more
popular the project’s results in European and American scientific world.
he was involved in objectives nos 1-3 on 2013, which supposed prosopographic
researches. He had an important role in achieving the epigraphic catalogue of
the colonists in Moesia Inferior and the setting of their origin, in setting the
colonization’s moments and reasons, especially in the rural milieu of the
province. He continued the investigation of colonists in military milieu.
rural din Moesia Inferior. This role was materialized by publication, as first
author, of a book on colonization in Troesmis and of articles in ERIH-NAT,
CNCS-B ranked journals or in international collective volumes (see
Dissemination’s results). AN ISI article was accepted for publication in the
journal The Mankind Quarterly. Through his participation at international

scientific events (Innsbruck, Pilsen, Belgrad ans Ferrara), the project’s results
became more popular. The research stages at Marburg and Bari not only
allowed the rassemblage of new materials in order to accomplish the
objectives, but also increased the international visibility of the project.
2. Team’s members
Prof. dr. Christoph Schäfer (Universitatey of Trier) ) collected the inscription in
order to achieve a catalogue of colonists in Germania Superior.In the main
time, he began data interpretation on aerial researches at the Rhine limes and
of ortofotomaps of Moesia Inferior. He investigated in a non-destructive way
the archaeological landscapes of the urban and rural milieu of Moesia Inferior
(Ibida and its territory), using 3D scanner and the total station.
Assoc. Prof. dr. Marius Alexianu (Universitatea „Alexandru Ioan Cuza” din
Iaşi) investigated the linguistic phenomenon of urban and rural milieu of
Moesia Inferior and realized a catalogue of colonists in Durostorum and
Odessos (urban and rural milieu). The results of his investigations will be
published in the following years.
Lect. dr. Roxana-Gabriela Curcă (Universitatea „Alexandru Ioan Cuza” din Iaşi)
investigated the bilinguism in Moesia Inferior and the connexions between the
ancient Greek colonists and the Romanized ones. She analyzed the inscriptions
at Novae and Marcianopolis. The approach was a contrastive one, through the
investigation of inscriptions in urban and rural milieu of these cities. The results
were materialized in a catalogue of inscriptions: their interpretation will be
published in the following years. She took part in international conferences
(Innsbruck, Pilsen), bringing the project’s results to European and extraeuropean scientific world. Her postion as visting professor at the University of
Buffalo contributed to the increasement of the international visibility of the
project. Her research stages at Bari not only allowed the rassemblage of new
materials in order to accomplish the objectives, but also increased the
international visibility of the project.
Scientific researcher dr. Iulia Dumitrache (Universitatea „Alexandru Ioan
Cuza” din Iaşi) realized a catalogue on Tomis colonists and participated actively
at epigraphic interpretation on colonization in civilian and military milieu and
urban and rural milieu in Moesia Inferior (Histria, Halmyris, Noviodunum etc.).
These catalogues will be finalized by publication on their interpretation. An ISI
article (with project’s director) is accepted for publication. She published a
book and international articles, as well as important papers presented at
international scientific events (Berlin, Ruse, Innsbruck, Ferrara). Her research
stages at Trier not only allowed the rassemblage of new materials in order to
accomplish the objectives, but also increased the international visibility of the
project.

Junior scientific researcher dr. Valentin Piftor (Universitatea „Alexandru Ioan
Cuza” din Iaşi) achieved the catalogue of inscriptions on colonization in
Germania Superior (civilian and military milieu), having in preparation an
article. An article on demographic aspects of Roman colonists in Moesia
Inferior is in press for Studia Antiqua et Archaeologica journal, a CNCS-B ranked
journal. His research stages at Konstanz not only allowed the rassemblage of
new materials in order to accomplish the objectives, but also increased the
international visibility of the project.

